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The heavy Victorian father was a despot, and often an ignorant
and obstinate despot. And only so long ago as 1861 a Royal
Commission reported that in their opinion the British parent
would never abdicate his rights over his children so far as to
allow himself to be compelled to send them to school. Quite
apart from the brutal or negligent parent, and the squalid
"home/5 the family as a social institution has been subjected to
somewhat drastic treatment in recent times. We hear less about
the duties of children to their parents, and more about the
duties of parents to their children.
So much has the family as an educational institution suffered
in reputation that some modern thinkers have leaned to Plato's
view that the private family should be abolished, and that the
whole community should form one family. In principle,
Plato's view is not quite so fantastic as it seems, at least it
ought not to seem fantastic to people who go so far as to say
that "men should brothers be, the wide world o'er." But
Plato's family communism was soon faithfully dealt with by
Aristotle, and indeed the private family at its best, or even at
its second or third best, is far too potent and beneficent an
instrument of moral and, often, of intellectual culture, to be
so readily disposed of. Normally it is at home with his mother
that the child learns to walk and to talk, to distinguish between
meum and tuum, to learn the simplest properties of the things
around him, to take his bearings amid his physical and social
surroundings, and to form some of the deepest of human
affections. As the years pass his social environment becomes
wider, but still his home remains the centre of his universe,
possibly until he founds a home of his own. And if the home
and family are thus powerful factors in the development of the
child, hardly less are they so—although the fact is commonly
ignored—in the development of the parents themselves. No
one who has had the experience of helping to bring up a family,
and who tries to imagine what his life would have been without
that privilege, can miss the conclusion that parenthood fur-

